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This file is for my OLD dance web site. (Remember that your browser will delete all capitals
before the .com in the page name but, all capitals after the .com/ will need to be there as they refer
to specific page names saved as such. 
http://OptimalHealthSecrets.com/dance Click on the Enter Dance link in the box.

That dance page refreshes to http://OptimalHealthSecrets.com/lods.htm. The Enter Dance link
goes to http://OptimalHealthSecrets.com/lodshome.htm. Lods stands for Lake Ontario Dancing
Sociables, my old dance site. Some of the links may not work anymore. You will see the dance
shoes link there and a list off the dances I know. This new data will add to the Secrets Signals tab
on the second row of the menu bar I created. The page is
http://OptimalHealthSecrets.com/lodssecretsignals.htm. I wrote that data in 2003 and modified it
in 2007 and I am not going to review that page at this time.  See my Note at the end of this file.

An advanced move.
This contra body motion is the signal to the follower that a turn is coming. It is not the lead
stepping to the followers right side that signals a lock-step because that is usually done on every
zag of the zig zag. It is rather the failure to do the contra body motion that is the signal. That is
the secret signal because when you watch someone do this you can rarely see the contra motion.
A beginner asks, “How did she know to do a lock-step exactly when he did. And, how did she
know to do two or three?” Well, she took the lesson and likely paid for it. You are getting it now
for free. There is a sway to this whole thing and a rise and fall that is different than the Foxtrot or
waltz rise and fall. I am not up to explaining that because I haven’t taken the lesson on it yet. LOL

Drill #1 Both ladies and men sitting.
Sit in a kitchen like chair, feet flat on the floor facing straight ahead and pelvis right to the back to
the chair. Now rotate the shoulder and chest BUT NOT THE PELVIS to the left 45 degrees and
then back to the front. Then rotate to the right 45 and back. That 45 is a one eighth turn. That
motion where the pelvis stays still and the shoulders and chest rotate is called contra body motion.
Try to feel the rotation at the waist, chest rotating and pelvis staying still.

Drill #2 Both ladies and men standing.
Stand and do the same thing and make sure the pelvis does not move from the square position.
You are not rotating just the shoulders. You are rotating the shoulders AND the chest but, not
the pelvis. It is not as easy as it sounds. There is a feel to it, a twist to it at the waist. Practice both
directions.

Drill #3 Now we add the legs. Some background first.
Men start this dance in a corner of the dance floor with their back to the centre of the floor, AND
oriented at 45 degrees to the right. Thus, the first contra movement will be to turn the chest only,
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(not the pelvis), to the left hand wall. The follower is supposed to mimic that contra as well but,
she is facing forward and stepping forward while the man is going backward. The contra is on the
SECOND slow (the 2 count). Advanced instructors will start on the two count because to do this
dance properly you need to already be experienced enough to be able to start on the 2. That
means men’s right leg going back and lady’s left leg going forward to start on the 2 count.

Remember, Quick Step is like a fast social Foxtrot. Slow, Slow, Quick, Quick. The man starts the
first slow with his left foot, the lady with her right. But, in Foxtrot the man goes forward with the
left foot on the first slow, the lady backward. In Quickstep the man’s job is to orient correctly on
the floor and start by stepping backward with his (left foot for beginners on the first slow bringing
the lady with him), or if he is capable he can start her on the second slow if he knows how to get
her onto her right leg so she starts with her left. See below. He then puts the turn in right away.

So, your head needs to be in the place to put you and your partner in a corner of the dance floor
(or close to the right end of one), with a long side of the floor to your left and your back to the
centre of the floor as you face the corner at 45 degrees. That should always be your starting
position. So, if a lady picks another orientation then, as the lead, you need to take control and
rotate her until you are both in the correct position. (A note on dance floor etiquette. The lady is
supposed to walk to a dance floor then stop, off the floor, and let the man walk onto the floor as
she follows and he orients her as he wishes for this dance.) But, now days we see ladies just
walking onto the floor so, if that happens, DO NOT CORRECT HER. Correcting her is POOR
etiquette. Ah, so difficult sometimes. Once on the floor the man has to decide if he is going to
start on the first slow or the second slow. That will determine how he ‘weights’ the lady. You see
there is some thinking involved here. That is good for the brain so don’t give up on it. Don’t be
thinking you are going to start her on the second slow and then put her weight on her left foot.
She has to step with her left foot on the second slow, so don’t bugger that up eh. 

The Drill now.
Men: We assume you are properly oriented on the floor. Step straight back (at 45 degrees from
the long side of the floor into the centre of the floor) with the left foot on the first slow. Then step
straight back (at 45 degrees) with the right foot on the second slow and at the same time rotate
the chest 45 degrees to the LEFT, to have the shoulder orient to that left wall and carry the lady’s
chest with you. I was taught to drill myself by saying “Slow” in my head without moving and then
on the second slow step back with the right leg and rotate the chest to the left. The chest rotating
in that direction tells the lady that this is the way we are going to turn now on the Quick, Quicks. 

So, drill yourself on that motion until it is second hand. Then make the turn 90 degrees to the left.
You are now oriented facing the other corner of the room. (Actually not the corner if it is a long
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room, but 45 degrees to the wall.) You went from facing the right hand corner and stepping
backward, to now facing the left hand corner, or wall, and ready to step forward. That was all
done on the Slow, Slow, Quick, Quick. Now you have to repeat the sequence stepping forward
and turning back the other way. BUT, you will now step to the lady’s right side.

But, be aware that your first turn was 90 degrees in one swooping motion as the left foot turns 90
degrees to the left. To get back where you were originally oriented you make three incremental
steps to make the 90 right turn. Just think of it as two incremental turns for now. 

Step forward with the left foot on the first Slow, a bit to the lady’s right, then as you are stepping
forward (again to her right side with your right foot), rotate the chest 45 degrees to the RIGHT
and set the right foot at a bit of a right turn. As the right leg goes forward the right shoulder and
chest goes backward. That is the second contra motion telling the lady we are now going to turn
to the right on the next Quick, Quicks. But this turn is incremental completing on the last Quick.

You have now moved DOWN the wall in a sort of zig zag. You repeat that whole sequence.

The Lock-Step
When you want to force a lock-step you have to signal to the lady that you want to do that. You
ALWAYS lock-step the lady as she is going backward, NEVER as she goes forward. To lock-
step her, just don’t do the contra body pre-turn. You can force as many lock-steps as you like. 1,
2, 3, if you want. Make sure there is room so look ahead. To get out of the Lock-Steps just step
forward with your right foot and turn your chest to the right in the contra motion then do the two
quicks to make the 90 degree right turn. Now you are ready to repeat the contra movements. 

What I have found is that I HAVE to know the contra motion but, the lady does not. She will get
the idea after a few cycles, but you, the man, have to know this. Otherwise you are basically just
doing a fast Foxtrot in a zig zag and pretending it is Quick Step. Nothing wrong with that. Yes,
I’m told there is contra in Foxtrot too, but that is advanced stuff. Learning the Quick Step Contra
is fun but, you have to drill on your own at home if you want to conquer this challenge. Start your
drill with the second slow until that contra rotation becomes a normal feel for you. Drill that
second slow each way until it becomes natural for you. Then when you get on the dance floor
with a nice lady, try to remember what you taught yourself. That is easier said than done too.

Ok, Now for the Ladies.
As the follower, you may be ahead of the leader going to the dance floor, but you will show class
if you stop at the edge of the floor and let the man entre the floor first so that he can orient
himself and pick a spot on the floor he likes. You then fit yourself in to face him. Now he will
weight you. That means he will move your upper body sideways just a bit to the left or right
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without moving your feet. If he wants you to start the dance with your right foot stepping then he
will move your weight onto your left foot. If you don’t move, then he may just wait, or he may
say, “We will start with your right foot” upon which you will automatically weight your left foot.
Now, if he wants to start the contra body motion immediately with his right foot and your left
foot then he might say we will start with your left foot, in which case he will have moved your
weight onto your right foot. Did we get all that? More advanced people will know what I mean.

So, now he is going to step back with his right (and your left to the right of his feet), on the
second slow whether or not the FIRST slow was actually stepped or not. He may just start right
in on the second slow and with the contra body motion. You will know this by how he weights
you. So, as the follower, you will step forward with your left foot and at the same time as you
step forward you rotate your left shoulder and chest backward, to the LEFT, but not your pelvis.
This is what you have to practice on your own. (Left leg straight forward, left shoulder and chest
back to the left but, leave the pelvis still so that you feel that twist at the waist.) Then, on the
Quick, quicks you bring your feet to the left while continuing around to 90 degrees. You are now
weighting your left foot after the last Quick, and ready to do the first Slow with your right foot. 

Your right foot is now going to go STRAIGHT BACKWARD, (Slow) then your left is going to
also go straight backward on the second slow, BUT your chest and shoulder on the right will go
45 to the right while the pelvis stays still. Yes, this feels a bit awkward at first, but you will get
used to it. The quick, quicks see a move of the feet and pelvis to the right to join the chest and
they continue to 90 degrees so that you are now oriented just the same as when you started the
dance but, are down the wall a bit. You now face the centre of the floor at 45 degrees to the wall
and square to your leader but jogged a bit to his right. BUT, now in this second sequence, you
will make the first Slow with your right foot BETWEEN his feet.

In your mind say to yourself the chest will pre-turn, the feet will follow. The upper body moves
1/8th turn (45 degrees) and then the pelvis and feet join in and the whole body finishes the other
1/8th turn. That make 2 eighths which is a quarter which is 90 degrees. Are we all square on that
math? So, the basic Quick Step is done in 90 degrees turns first one way then the other, until the
spins and all the other advanced stuff comes into play.

The question of whether you can practice this type of move with a man who does not know the
contra body motions is left up to you to answer. You might be able to do small moves just to
practice and leave the man going straight.

The Ladies Lock-Steps
So, now that you have the Contra Body Motion down pat, the lock-steps come into play. In this
dance the ladies lock-step is ALWAYS done with her going backward when NO CONTRA was
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offered by the lead. Thus, you will not turn on the next quick, quick. Instead, you will step
straight back with the right foot on the first quick, and then cross the left foot in front of the right
on the second quick. Then..... if the man leaves you there, (No contra), you do another lock-step.
If he leaves you there again, then you do a third lock-step. The man is beside you to your right all
the time on all of these lock-steps. AND, every time you dance backward with the regular contra
motion the man should have stepped to your right side. (Some men may not know this though and
some people think it is ok to be between the ladies feet when she is going backward. So be it.

Then he will likely think that third lock-step is enough and as you go backward on the second
slow with your left foot you will feel him contra for a right turn so you match that contra. 

Remember, the Contra body motion is NOT the turn. The feet nor the pelvis do not turn. It is the
pre turn as in a prep move. It is the secret signal that does not have to be spoken. If you recall in
West Coast Swing the follower’s chest and body are supposed to follow the prep then stop when
the prep stops. Even if it is a double prep. Then the turn comes. That is a skill on its own.

Note: If you made it reading this far:
And so, you see that different instructors teach things different ways. For instance at the following
web site  http://www.ballroomguide.com/workshop/standard/quickstep/quarter_turn.html they
teach to start in the same corner that I am showing you but oriented with the man facing the wall
and going into the wall to his left at 45 degrees AND, they start the man with his right foot going
forward. They also do the Contra Body Motion they call CBM on the 1 count which is the same
place I am showing you here. It amounts to the same thing but they are picky and training for
competition where picky is the rule. I’m not so picky. But, learning the CBM is a good skill to
have as one does not see it much in social dancing.

My instructor many years ago felt it was easier for a beginner to learn this motion if the lead
stepped backward first with the right foot and immediately did the CBM move. For me he was
right. 

Here is a definition of CBM from http://www.ballroomguide.com/workshop/dictionary.html 
The twisting of the body that occurs when you step forward with the right foot and your left
shoulder goes forward, or you step forward with the left foot and your right shoulder goes
forward. This also occurs when stepping backward with the right foot, in which case the left
shoulder goes backward, or stepping backward with the left foot, in which case the right shoulder
goes backward. Used in walking for counterbalance, in dance this movement generates power for
turns.

So, here you have it. I think that does it.
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